
On behalf of our client, a small and dynamic Bermuda-based reinsurance company we are recruiting 
a Treasury Manager to support their finance function. Due to strong growth since its launch less than 
2 years ago, the company is looking to expand its finance team with a newly created role, reporting 
directly to the Chief Operating Officer.

Interested and suitably qualified applicants are invited to contact either James@elevateselection.ie or  
Sylvia@elevateselection.ie (Tel: +441 296 8663) to discuss this role and to make a confidential application.

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATION: May 27, 2021

This role will focus on delivering strategic treasury capabilities to support the 
Company, including asset and liability management (ALM) across multiple 
portfolios, balance sheet optimization, efficient utilization of capital, and 
accurate cash flow and capital forecasting. The successful individual will work 
closely with all internal stakeholders including Underwriting, Actuarial and 
Finance/Accounting functions to identify and understand capital needs and 
regular communication and collaboration with external Investment Advisors 
on capital deployment and collateral management requirements will be 
involved.  

Key Responsibilities and Required Skills:
• Develop scalable, technology driven treasury and capital management 
solutions to support business growth.
• Monitor and manage multiple collateral structures, cashflows and 
investments, including liquidity needs and enhancing investment returns 
through reduction of cash-drag. 
• Maintain capital models including analysis for strategic initiatives such as 
entrance into new lines of business, new contracts with new or existing 
counterparties, capital deployment, and M&A analysis. 
• Analyze foreign currency risks related to foreign risks assumed, diligence on 
hedging products and implementing hedging strategies.

• Manage and establish relationships with banks and rating agencies. 
• Manage and oversee all cash, bank, financial institutions, and other sources 
and uses of capital.

Education and Experience:
• Minimum 7 years in relevant reinsurance or asset management experience 
working with capital markets or institutional investment management/
funds in a senior finance/operations management capacity; insurance-linked 
securities or third-party capital experience  preferred.
• Post-graduate degree in Accounting, Finance, Business Administration, or 
similar field; Chartered Accountant designation strongly preferred.
• Advanced Excel skills and an aptitude toward mathematics.
• Knowledge of Bermuda (BMA) and Cayman (CIMA) Regulatory Framework is 
preferred
• Excellent communication and interpersonal skills with a professional 
demeanor; ability to communicate complex financial concepts to non-
finance team members.
• Dedicated team player who is flexible and adaptable to change.
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